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§1. Introduction

Hypernuclear physics is to investigate the baryon many-body

system containing hyperons in addition to nucleons. Recent

developments of experiments are disclosing dynamical structures

of A- and E-hypernuclei. It is attractive to extend our

consideration to H-hypernuclei, multi-hypernuclei, flavour nuclei

and so forth. Such extension of this field in future will

highly depend on how far the experimental works can go actually.

This lecture is to briefly survey the present status of

hypernuclear physics so that one can have a gross picture on

what have been done and what should be done.

§2. Hyperons and hypernuclei

Baryons with non-zero strangeness quantum number are generally

called hyperons (hereafter denoted as Y), of which the A, E and E

particles together with the nucleon (N) constitute the baryon

octet (Fig.l) based on the SU(3) classification for the u,d and

s quarks. Table 1 summarizes the basic properties of the octet

baryons.

n p

r z9 r
A

Fig.l. The baryon octet.
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Table 1. Baryon octet.

J

N+'° 1/2

A0 1/2

E+'°- 1/2

5°'' 1/2

I

.1/2

0

1

1/2

S

0

-1

-1

-2

M(MeV)

{938.3

1115.6

1189.4
{1192,5
1197,3

rl314.9
l1321.3

T(sec)

{ 917

2.6xlO-10

{5!8xlO-2J
1.5xlO'iU

{1.6xl0-10

Superscripts denote charges. J = spin, I = isospin,

S = strangeness, M = mass, T = lifetime.

For later discussions we show in Fig.2 the pseudoscalar (PS),

vector (V) and scalar (S) meson nonets.

X° n rf> 7t* w f" r f* e 5'- %>
1 t €'

CP5) I V 3 [JS7

Fig.2. Pseudoscalar, vecton and scalar meson nonets.

The hypernucleus is the nuclear many-body system which

contains hyperons in addition to nucleons as its constituent

particles. As the symbol of a hypernucleus the following examples

will be selfexplanatory :

o
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yBe = 4p + 4n + A, jjBe = 4p + 4n + 2A ,
(!0 = 7p + 8n + Z+, 7Li = 4p +2n + ='.

§3. Hyperon-nucleon interaction —empirical and theoretical-

Total cross sections in the fairly low energy region (say,

<50 MeV in Lab.) constitute the main part of the available Y-N

scattering data. ' ' Angular distributions were measured at

some particular energy points but are too rough in accuracy to

allow the phase shift analysis. In this situation properties

of the Y-N interaction can only be extracted by combining the

Y-N scattering data and information of hypernuclei along with

theoretical considerations.

Properties of the A-N interaction could be summarized as

follows:

1) Scattering lengths and effective ranges. *

Table 2. Scattering lengths a and effective ranges r for

A-N spin-singlet and spin-triplet S-states.

1S 3S

a -2.3 (-23.7) -1.9 (5.42)

r 3.2 ( 2.74) 3.4 (1.77) (f*O

Numbers in ( ) are for N-N.

2) Short-rangedness. The A particle with zero isospin cannot

emit a ir-meson, hence the one-pion-exchange (OPE) contribution

does not arise for A-N. The lightest exchangeable mesons

are K(496 MeV) and/or the scalar meson (^500 MeV), which lead

to the short-range nature of the A-N interaction.

O



3) Repulsive core. In spite of the theoretical implication

of the short-rangedness the observed A-N effective range

parameters listed in Table 2 are even longer than the N-N

ones. This suggests that the inner repulsive core cancels

the large part of the outer attraction and makes the remain-

ing attractive tail look effectively of long range.

4) Spin-dependence. The A-N interaction is somewhat more

attractive in the SQ-state than in the S, state. This is

4 4indicated by the fact that the ,H and .He hypernuclei have

the J1T = 0 ground states and the J1T=1 excited states.

5) Majorana exchange character. The forward-backward ratio

of the A-N scattering cross section seems to indicate the

P-state interaction roughly as half strong as the S-state

one, which is equivalent to the Majorana parameter m^0.25 in

v^{(l-m)+mP } with P denoting the space exchange operator. ̂

6) Spin-orbit (LS) interaction. The very small one-body

spin-orbit potential for A in hypernuclei might be naively

attributed to the weak two-body LS interaction. (See§§ 5 and 6)

1) Strong AN-EN tensor coupling interaction. The A particle

can be converted to the I particle by emitting (absorbing)

a pion and therefore the OPE type interaction with a strong

tensor component contributes to the AN-IN coupling. Note

that the A-Z mass difference is only 78 MeV, implying a

sizable effect of the E-N channel on the A-N interaction.

8) Charge-symmetry-breaking interaction. Differences of the

A binding energies in mirror hypernuclei indicate that the

A-p interaction is stronger than the A-n one. This CSB

component amounts to ^51 of the CS component. ' If the

CSB comes from the A-I mixing due to the isospin breaking,
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the isovector mesons TT and p can be exchanged tetween a

nucleon and a physical A particle. This gives rise to a CSB

interaction, of which the longest range part is of OPE type.

The OPE type interaction consists of the 0.©N and tensor

components, which, however, are not able to reproduce the fact

that the CSB energies in the ground states (Ju=0 ) and the

excited states (J7T=1 ) of .H and .He are of the same

magnitude.

One-boson-exchange (QBE) Y-N potential

As a theoretical Y-N interaction let us consider the OBE

potential derived by employing the SU(3) symmetry for baryons

and mesons. The meson-baryon coupling Hamiltonian is given by

constructing the SU(3) scalar BBM from the baryon octet (Bg)

and the meson nonet (Mn+M,) shown in §2. Since there are two

ways, symmetric (D-type) and antisymmetric (F-type), in construct-

ing (E"o
 Bo)o, two parameters, (D+F) Hg and F/(D+F)ia, are used

o o o o

to represent the (B~o B o ) o Mo coupling constants. The SU(3)-
o o o o

singlet-meson coupling constant for (Bg Bg), M, is denoted by

g,. In addition to these we need another parameter $ , the mixing

angle to describe the fact that the physical mesons are the

mixtures of Mo and Mr (n and X , wand <j>,e and e'). We have thus
o 1

four parameters (g,, gg, a, 6) to specify the meson-baryon

coupling Hamiltonian. The following is for the case of the PS

mesons :
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H- M 7 M ? r 4a-*i — £* NTNf + i "

2a + 1

{-L

c o s + ^ g t s i n « } N N X + { g c o s « - J - ( 1 - a ) g , s i n

By attaching two vertices corresponding to the exchanged

meson, we obtain the OBE potential acting between the octet

baryons, which are mutually related as explicitly seen in Eq.(3.1)

Utilizing available N-N and Y-N data along with the above SU(3)

symmetry, the Nijmegen group has derived several models of OBE

potentials, of which the latest ones are the model D •' and the

model F.8)

Table 3 lists the parameters used in the model D. In this

model only the SU(3) singlet member is adopted as the scalar

meson. The hard core radius is denoted as r . One can find

characteristics of the particular baryon-baryon interaction by

using Eq.(3,l) and Table 3.
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Table 3. Parameters of the Nijmegen model D potential.

( r is for Y-N )
c

channel

rc(fm)

ls

0.563

3

0.449

H

0.

QE

P

443

D

0.663

e(deg.)

PS

s

4

3

2

5

.32

.40

.20

.03

3.

0.

4.

66

59

82

0.

1.

0.

464

0

334

-10

35

35

.4

.3

.3

Figure 3 shows various meson contributions to the A-N SQ

state potential of the model D. The attraction coming from the e

exchange and the repulsion from u along with the K and K

contributions determine the basic feature of the potential.

Note that strange meson (K and K ) exchanges require the

exchange of Y and N and lead to a Majorana exchange interaction.

The K and K contributions in Fig.3, therefore, change sign and

become repulsive in the P state. We show the central, tensor

and LS potentials of the model D in Figs.4, 5 and 6, respectively.

I don't go into details of the other Nijmegen models but

only note that there are appreciable differences between models

in some important respects. For the E-N interaction let me

just show here in Table 4 the low energy parameters for the Z-N

(1=3/2) channel.
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|
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N-A
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Fig.3. Contributions of

various meson exchanges

S. potentialt o t he A-N

of t h e Nijmegen OBE

model D.

MeV

100

-100 •

NA-NI( S,)

MeV

100 -

1.0

NA(S,)

NA("SJ

-100

r(tm)

Central potent ials of the Nijmegen model D.
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100

-100

i

Tensor torces ( ' S ) -

NI(I =

NA-NZ

r()m)

/

Fig.5. ^S -3D tensor force potentials of the Nijmegen model D.

'P IS -Potential

N-A

r(«m)
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i

•

»

€,

w

/
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-50
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•

1.0 f

V
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Fig.6. P-state LS potentials of the Nijmegen model D.
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Table h. Scattering lengths a and effective ranges r

for the 2-N (1=3/2) state.

a

r

1

-4

3

S 0

.61

. 6 9

model

0

-6

D

\

.32

.01

1

-3

4

model
S 0

.84

.03

3

0

1

F
S l

.62

.91

Cfm)

§4. Binding energies of a A particle in hypernuclei

Emulsion experiments have accumulated the data of the

binding energy 3. of a A-particle in hypernuclei;

BA(A) = M(
A-XZ) + MA - M(*Z) (4.1)

with M denoting the mass. Because of the experimental reason

only light hypernuclei have been detected in emulsions. Table 5

9*1summarizes the observed data. ; Beside these, spallation

hypernuclei with A=60'vlO0 produced from Ag and Br nuclei are

known to have BA = 25±2 MeV.
9^

There is no A-N two-body bound states and .H is the lightest

A-hypernucleus in which A and deuteron are barely bound with only

0.1 MeV binding energy. In Fig.7 the B. values are plotted with

respect to the mass number A. Note that B. here is for the A

particle sitting in the ground state, say, in the (0s) orbit.

Suppose that the zero-point oscillation energy of A be proportional

-2/3to A and the potential depth does not change with A, we are

led to the formula

BA(A) = BA(A=») - cA"
2 / 3 . (4.2)
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Table 5- Observed A-hypernuclei and the i r
and spin J . (Ref.<O.

z

•He

<He

^

>
>

'IB

ft

Number of

204

155

279
1784

31

14

226

35

6

787

68

8

222

4

1

10

73

87

34

14

events BA±AB^

0.13+0.

2.04+0.

2.39+0.

3.12+0.

4.25+0.

5.58±0.

5.16+0.

7.16+0.

6.80±0.

6.84+0.

8.53+0.

6.71+0.

7.88+0.

9.30+0.

8.89+0.

10.24+0.

11.37±0.

11.22±0.

13.59±0.

05

04

03

02

10

03

08

70

03

05

15

04

15

26

12

05

06

08

15

J

1/2

0

0

1/2

-

1/2

-

1/2

—

1

—

—

1/2

—

—

-

—

1

1/2

-

The binding energy of A in infinite nuclear matter, B. (A=°°),

•I-is also interpreted as the "potential depth" -U.. Fitting of

the existing data by this formula yields

BA(A=°°) = 30 ± 5 MeV (4.3)

which is drawn on Fig.7. As is understood from the crudeness

of this derivation, experimental B. values for heavier hypernuclei

will be necessary to determine the accurate A-dependence and

sturation value of B.(A). The potential depth U. for A is about 2/3

of u£= -50 MeV for nucleon.
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30 ^.oo.."»

10

2 4 6 9 10 12 14 H A

Fig.7. Mass number (A) dependence of the observed

binding energy B. (A).

Overbinding problems

How to reproduce the overall behavior of B (A) on the basis

of the basic Y-N interaction such as discussed in §3 is an

important theoretical subject. In particular, the problems in

the large and small A extremes; (1) B (A=~) value and (2] B. in

s-shell hypernuclei («H to .He); have long been in difficulty.

(1) The BA(A=°°) problem.

If we apply the lowest-order Brueckner theory to evaluate

the energy of A in nuclear matter, the lowest single-particle

energy eA(kA = 0), eA(k °A(kA = -BA(A=°°) =UA°, is given by the self-
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consistent solution of

KN-KF

G(a>) = v + v — G(w) , (4.5)

»- HQ

and

ui = eA (kA)
 + ^ V ' C4-6)

where <N, eN and Q^ represent the correlation probabity, single-

particle energy and Pauli exclusion operator, respectively, for

nucleons. The basic two-body interaction v, hence the G-matrix

G generally include the AN-Z.N coupling.

Let v simply be a well-behaved Wigner-type interaction,

then one easily gets B. (A=°°) as large as 5CK60 MeV. To avoid

this overbinding several effects have been pointed out; the

hard core effect, J' Majorana exchange interactions to suppress

the P-wave contributions, tensor -' and AN-ZN coupling J interac-

tions whose effects are suppressed within nuclei, and the ANN

three-body force effect. •' Recently the OBE potentials with

increased reliability have been proposed, as seen in §3, and

calculations of B.(A=«) with these potentials have given

reasonably good results, '' ' in which all the above effects

except the three-body force are incorporated.

(2) The B. problem in s-shell hypernuclei.

The variational calculation by Dalitz, Herndon and Tang using

central N-N and A-N potentials with a hard core showed that

reproduction of B. for .H and .H («He) leads to an overbinding of

— 13-



5 191

B. for He O5.5 MeV calculated vs. 3.1 MeV experimental). J

Recently the N-N and A-N tensor force effects have been found

to largely contribute to avoiding the overbinding. '' * ' '

The strong N-N tensor force gives rise to a sizable requlsive

rearrangement energy associated with the removal of the A-

particle, which increases from .H to ^He and is therefore

useful to suppress the B. value for ^He. The ATMS variational

method '' ' extended to take into account the AN-EN coupling

is expected to finally resolve this overbinding difficulty.

§5. (K~, ir") hypernuclear production reactions

A - - AThe Z(K ,TT ) JL reaction experiments done in CERN and BNL

are epoch-making as the first counter experiment that has

observed hypernuclear excited states. The underlying elementary

process is

K' + n —> Y + TT".

Figure 8 shows the forward TT" cross section do/dnfe, =0°) and the

recoil momentum qy (Y=A orE ) of the above process as functions

of the incident K~ momentum p . all in the laboratory system.
K

Since the Q-value of this process is positive, we can choose a

p . value which gives qy
=0: A neutron can be converted to A or

Z in a recoilless way. Actual experiments have been done mostly
with p _=70(H800 MeV/c for which the cross section is large.

K
Even for such p . values the A recoil momentum q. amounts to

K ^

only ^50 MeV/c that is small enough in comparison with the nuclear

Fermi momentum p.p~2 50 MeV/c.

A - - A
They observed the forward ir cross section of the Z (K ,TT )yZ

reaction as a function of the IT energy and found some peaks which

— 14 —
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7
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\
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u
100 >
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400 600 800
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K

Fig.8. The hyperonrecoi2. momentum (q ) and the forward cross section of

the K~+ n —> Y + ir~ reaction (Y= A or E ) as functions of the

incident K~ momentum.
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are interpreted to correspond to [hyperon-particle neutron-hole]

configurations in the produced hypernuclei. ' The examples of

160 and 4^Ca are shown in Fig.9. The abscissa is given in terms

of the A binding energy B . Four peaks are interpreted as

1/2,A Pl/2,115' CS1/2,A Ps/Z.n)' (pl/2,A *lll,J a n d

A p3/2 •* configurations. Similar assignments for A

(S

are given on the figure.

300

Fig,9. Forward cross sections of the 0(K ,ir ) A0

and ,Ca(K~,7r~) .Ca reactions displayed with

respect to the A binding energy B..

These data provide for the information on the A single-

particle-energy spectrum and therefore the properties of the A

single-particle potential UA. They may be summarized as follows:

1) The A orbits corresponding to the least bound nucleon major

shell ((Op) in ^ 0 and (lsOd) in 4°Ca) are located around

zero energy This indicates the potential depth U^ MeV.

— 16 —



2) Energy splittings (fi fl ) between major shells are quite

equidistant, which implies minor nonlocality of U. and

equivalently the effective A mass M close to its free mass

3) -nfi ^ 30 A'1//3(MeV). (̂ 11 MeV in 1^0 and ^9 MeV in 4°Ca).

4) Very small single-particle spin-orbit splittings (U^Vo 1 1

The fact of U^°~"0" is seen on Fig.9, for example, as the

energy splitting between (P 3/ 2,A ^y/Z,^ and (pl/2,A v'l/2tr?
 in

0 coincides with that between the neutron p. ,» and V-i/? 0I"bits

in 0, indicating the degeneracy of the A P?/i an<^ Pi/? orbits.

Theoretical considerations on these properties of U will be done

in the next section.

DWIA

The (K ,-n ) reaction is considered to proceed as a one-step

process and may be described by the distorted-wave impulse

approximation (DWIA). ^ In DWIA the differential cross
LtKO

section from the (K ,ir ) reaction may be factorized intcrifactors;

da /dfi for the free K n -»• Yv process and another factor includ-

ing the effects of meson absorptions and nuclear structures:

dq (6) (lab.system). (5.1)
ddfi e£t dfl

The effective neutron number N £f(9) associated with a particular

final state, | Z; i>+ | Z;f> , is defined as

(5.2)

— 17 —



with the u-spin lowering operator u. converting a neutron into

A. The distorted waves \(_r) for K~ and ir~ are to be obtained by-

using the optical potentials. The K~N and TT~N total cross rec-

tions amount to 3CK50 mb in the relevant energy region, indica-

ting appreciable absorptions of K~ and TT~ during running through

a nucleus. It is thus expected that the number of neutrons

effectively contributable to the (K~,TT~) reaction becomes much

less than the actual neutron number in the target. The mesons

can hardly go inside the nucleus because of absorptions, hence

the hyperon production takes place mostly on the nuclear surface,

Calculated25^ da(0=0°)/dfi for 160(K~, TT") ̂ 0 is illustrated in

Fig.10. Transitions between orbits with same characters are

strongly eiihanced.

Fig.10, An example of the DWIA calculation for the
l60(K~,O1p forward cross section. (R«f.25)
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Measurement of angular distributions

The measurement at e=0° is certainly advantageous to the

observation of the recoilless hyperon production, while it cannot

separate different J-states with a [A-particle neutron-hole]j

configuration. The J-splitting supplies an important information

on the Y-N spin-dependent interaction. A certain amount of

momentaum transfer is even necessary to excite collective

hypernuclear states. Recent experiments done in BNL are directed

at measuring angular distributions da(9)/dfi to extract more

dynamicaj. features of produced hypernuclei.

Let us shew an interesting experiment C(K , ir ) .C,

pK_=800 MeV/c done recently in BNL.

excitation functions at

tion for the five peaks.

29) Figure 11 shows the

excitation functions at 9 . =0° and 15° and the angular distribu-
71

-10 0 10 20 30
EXCITATION (McV)

200

§3000

2000

1000

< -O- 16.4 M«V

5 -°- 25.7

Fig.11. Excitation functions and angular

distributions of the 13C(K",Tr~)1^C reaction. (R«f 2<?)
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Interpretations in terms of the pure j-j coupling shell model

may be summarized as

E

0

4

10

16

25

X

.4

. 4

. 4

.7

AA

1

1

I2

0

0

0

AEX

0.36 ± 0 . 3

1.7 ± 0.39

C o n f i g u r a t i o n

1 2 C ( 0 + ) :

1 2 C ( 2 + ) :

1 2 C ( 0 + ) =
1 2 C ( 0 + ) >

1 2 C ( 2 + ) >
1 2 C ( 2 + ) >

1 2C(T=1)

< ( s )

< (s )

( (P1/2>,A)

| ( P l /2 ,3 /2 ,A )

X (P3/2,A)

12C(2+;4.4 MeV), 12C(T=1;15.1 and 16.1 MeV)

The transferred angular momentum A£ is indicated by the shape

of the angular distribution: The forward-peaked shape corresponds

to A£=0 and the showlder at larger 0 suggests the mixing of a

higher A£ component. The small energy-splitting between the

Ex=10.4 MeV A£=0 and 2 configurations directly reconfirms the

small spin-orbit potential for A. The observed [ C(2+)x(p )]

configurations are located in energy higher than 10.4+4.4=14.8 MeV.

This is in contrast to E x of the
 12C(2+)x(s1/2 A ) , which is exactly

the excitation energy of the C(2+) state. We see here that the

A-particle excited in the (Op) shell can induce the strong-coupling-

like collective motion by cooperating with the C core. The 0=0°

cross section for the 16.4 MeV peak is about ffve times larger than

that for the 10.4 MeV peak. Such selectivity also shows the strong

coupling aspect. We shall come back to this problem in §7.

Heavier hypernuclei

We have expected that the effective neutron number N'eff

— 20 —



defined by Eq.(5.2) becomes appreciably smaller than the actual

neutron number N because of meson absorptions. To see this

absorption effect let us consider the total effective neutron

number Neff by summing up all final states, which is then

expressed as

£V) X, I*")!* j* (f) dV > C5.3)

where P nO) is the neutron density. Note that N^t includes

the contribution of A escaping from the nucleus without forming

a hypernucleus. The part of quasi-elastic reactions leading to

hypernucleus formation such as appeaing as peaks in Fig.10 is

labelled as
CII

Neff anc* c al c ul a t ed Neff w:"-tn respect to the mass number A of the

target nucleus.

- Figure 12 shows calculated and experimental

tei

30)

Fig.12. Mass number dependence of the effective

neutron numbers (N ° and NT!-). Dotted

and dashed l ines are calculated. (Ref.3o)

It is seen that N ?, amounts only to 4̂ 6 even in heavy

nuclei. Another important point is that N %r increases with A,

-21 -



while NI JTJT remains to be ^1 independently of A. The decrease

of the ratio Ngff/N rr with A means that the peaks corresponding

to hypernucleus formation become less distinct because of the

growing background. Experimental situations in light to heavy

hypernuclei are seen in Fig.13. •* The (K,ir ) reaction may

have only limited applicability in heavier hypernuclei to extract

structure information.

§6. Single particle potential for A in hypernuclei

particle potential field —

Properties of the A single-particle potential clarified

through the (K ,TT") reaction experiment have been summarized into

four points in §5. Let us now try to understand them theoretically.

Here we go within the framework of the G-matrix theory by employ-

ing the Nijmegen OBE Y-N potential.

1) U^= - 30 MeV.

The finite-system analog to Eqs. (4.4)-(4.6) was solved for

.0 and ,Ca by using the Nijmegen model D interaction and good

agreements were obtained between the calculated and observed

single-particle spectra. To see how important each part of

the Y-N interaction is, the infinite geometry would be more

convenient, so we show in Table 6 partial-wave contributions of

the A-N G-matrix to U.(kA = 0; A = °°)

-22 —



(720 MeV/c)

10 0 -10 -40 -60 -»0 -100

JO 0 -20 -40 -«0 -«0 -100

JO -40 -to -ao -too

10 0 -20 -40 -M -(0 -100

Fig.13. Forward cross sections of the (K~,7r~) reactions

for light to heavy nuclei. ( Ref. 31).
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Table 6. Partial-wave contributions to U,(k =0: A=«)
A A

calculated for the Nijmegen model D potential.
(1^= 1.35 fm ).

ls

3S1 + \
1P1

\
3pl

3p2 + 3p2
1D1

\

3 D3

Sum

<

-6.8

-22.2

-1.9

-0.1

-0.1

-4.8

-0.4

-0.4

-0.4

-37.1

(MeV)

The calculated value -37.1 MeV seems somewhat too deep in view

of the "observed" B. (A=°°) discussed in §4, but it may be within

an allowed limit, considering the success for the finite

hypernuclei and crudeness of the "observed " value.

2) Mj/MA<x.l.

This fact is in good contrast to the nucleon effective mass

in nuclei, M^/MN=0.6^0.7. One may think this difference quite

natural, because antisymmetrization between nucleons gives rise

to the Fock exchange-potential in U,,, which is nonlocal, whereas

it is not imposed on A-N, hence no nonlocality in U.. However

181
the story is a little more complicated.
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There are three physically important effects: The first

is the Majorana space-exchange A-N interaction coming from

strange-meson (K, K ,< ) exchanges, which generates a Fock-type

potential in U.. The second is the large momentum-dependence

(i.e.nonlocality) of the effective A-N interaction (G-matrix)

principally reflecting the repulsive core correlation. The

third is the energy-mass effect arising from the energy-dependence

of the G-matrix, which is prescribed by the A-N and AN-EN tensor

force correlations. In the effective interaction theory the

effective mass M is factorized into the nonlocality mass M and

the energy mass M as *

M I / M A =
(6.1)

Table 7 displays calculated M./M and M /M. divided into partial

wave contributions,

Table 7. The effective mass of A in nuclear matter calculated

for the Nijmegen model D interaction.

1s0 * s i + \ p + D Total tV^A

( 9 U . / 3 T . ) 0 . 1 S 9 0 . 3 6 6 - 0 . 1 6 6 0 . 3 5 9 M . / M = 0 . 7 4
n ft *»

-(3UA/3eA) 0.041 0.089 0.012 0.142 MA/MA=1.14

The final value MA/MA=0.85 is not sufficiently close to

"M A/M A^1", but it is noticed that the surface effect in finite

hypernuclei increases the MA value as is implied by the result

obtained directly for finite systems. ' What is interesting is
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that a complicated interplay between basic interactions and many-

body correlations is underlying the apparently self-evident fact

like M*/MA^1.

3) *fiA^30 A'
1/3 (MeV).

Two different predictions on the A-dependence of "fin. had been

proposed before the experimental finding. The one is

-nnA^60 A"
2 / 3. 3 4 ) The relation MAfl

2<rA> = (3/2)1inA i.e. !iGA«

(3/2)-n2/M <rA> holds for the A particle in the (Os) orbit. The A

wave function extended over the whole nucleus can feel the attrac-

tive potential most efficiently, hence <rA>=(3/5)OQA
1/3)2. With

rQ=1.2 fm, this yields -fin ̂ 60 h'1?1.

The other prediction was "fifi. « A" analogously to "RftN ̂

40 A" ' . . J This is based on the consideration that the potential

U. as well as IL, essentially follow the nuclear density distribu-

tion. If this is the case, the (0s) A wave function is not

extended over the whole nucleus but is localized rather inside.

A Density-dependent Hartree-Fock calculation done before the

experiment judged the latter to be right ' and this judge was

then experimentally confirmed by the finding of 1ifl.= 11 MeV(A=16)

and 9 MeV(A=40). The reaction matrix calculation with the

Nijmegen model D interaction again supports this conclusion. •*

Similarity of 'fift̂  and -fiS2. concerns the coherence of various

[nucleon-hcle A-particle] configurations hence the formation of

strangeness analog resonances (SAR). At present any definite

evidence of SAR has not been observed at least in light

hypernuclei.
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4) U ~ " 0 " .

The two-body A-N LS interaction is about 2/3 as strong as

the N-N one as seen in Fig.6. On the other hand the A single-

particle spin-orbit splitting, for example, for P3/2~Pi/? *n /\°

is found to be <0.3 MeV which is drastically smaller than the

corresponding nucleon spin-orbit splitting of about 6 MeV. This

evidently shows that the problem of U s o cannot be simply

attributed to the A-N/N-N ratio of the two-body LS interaction.

We now consider some effects which reduce U^° and/or increase

nso 32)
UN '

(a) Effect of isospin and antisymmetrization.

Consider the spin-triplet bonds (where the LS force acts)

between a nucleon or a A-particle and a proton-neutron pair:

A-N; 2(3O +3E)j

N-N; - { (30 + 3E)I=0+ 3(
30 + 3E) I = 1}, if not antisymmetrized,

- • 2{ (3E)J=0+ 3(
3O)I=1J, if antisymmetrized.

The E-state LS interaction actually effective in the D-state is

negligibly small. Therefore the bond numbers of the O-state LS

interaction which contribute to U s o acquire a ratio, A-N/N-N =

2/3, because of the isospin-antisymmetrization effect. Multiply-

ing the LS strength ratio 2/3 by this kinematical ratio 2/3 leads

to A-N/N-N- 4/9 as the effective contributions to Uso.

(b) Wave function effect.

The weaker binding of A in hypernuclei compared with nucleons

results in larger extension of the A wave function. As is well-

known, the spin-orbit splitting is very sensitive to the extension

of the wave function. Calculations show that this effect reduces
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a n d ^d5/2'd3/2^A i n ACa b y a f a c t o r o £

(c) Effects of Pauli-rearrangement and three-body force.

The Pauli-rearrangement and three-body force effects shown

by the diagrams in Fig. 14 are known to appreciably contribute to

the nucleon spin-orbit splitting, * Both contributions arise

from the exchange of the noted nucleon with a core nucleon along

with the strong tensor®tensor type correlation. Such exchange

diagrams do not exist for A.

Fig.1^4. Two effects which contribute to the nucleon

spin-orbit splitting:

(a) Pauli-rearrangement effect and (b) three-

body force effect.

In summary we may say that by starting from the Nijmegen

OBE interaction in which the A-N two-body LS interaction is not

so drastically weaker than the N-N one, incorporation of many-

body effects is able to reproduce U. weak enough in comparison

with U^°.

As for this uf°~"O" problem, three other types of explana-

tion have been proposed, ' ' each of,which is sufficiently

appealing:

(i) The uf° is assumed tc ari?e from the quark-gluon exchange
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between a valence bar/on and nucleons of the core nucleus.

lptii

38)

This assumption leads to U s o for N, A and £ with strengthes

1 : 0 : 4/3.

(ii) The two-body LS force v,^ is generated mainly by the a- and

w- meson exchanges, while a and u are dominated respectively

by the [TTTT] and [irp] processes with intermediate states NA

for v(N-N) and EA for v(A-N). With this assumption,

AN

VAN =

A relativistic Hartree calculation using this interaction

391gives a small spin-orbit splitting for A. A similar

line of treatment predicts Uv = 2 uf° but both small compared

with U^0

( iii) Within the SU(6) and vector-dominance model the tensor-coupled

term of the w-meson tends to cancel the contributions to

v,c(A-N) from the vector-coupled term of u and scalar-meson,

while it contributes additively to v,s(Z-N). The predicted

ratio of Uso is 1 : 0.04 : 0.73 for N, A and £.40)

§7. Collective excitations of A-hypernuclei

In the previous section the nuclear core is regarded as

only providing the potential field to A. A? seen, however, in

the example of .C presented in §5, the A particle can cooperate

with the nuclear core to realize characteristic collective excita-

tions .
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An example, .Be

Figure 15 displays the energy spectra obtained by solving

the a+a+A microscopic three-body problem. ' Each level is

identified by the orbital angular momentum with the A-particle

being treated as if spinless.

-4

r-,16

0)
2112

8>

LU

LU n

4*

5*

3"

4

3'

2"
r

A +*Be

Fig.15- Calculated energy spectra of .Be with

A treated as spinless. (R*f.

The ground rotational band with L*=0+, 2+ a n d 4 + completely
Q

parallels that of the Be nucleus and the wave functions are in

accord with the picture that the A-particle occupies the (Os)

state. The situation changes in the negative parity states.

The spectrum does not separate into approximately degenerate

three groups, { 0 + * l ' = l~}, {2 +xi" = l", 2", 3"} and

{4+xl~ = 3~, 4", 3";, but rather constitutes a KTT= 0" band with

i N { r , 3", 5"j and a K =l"band with
— 30 —



Lir= { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 } . Calculated E2-transition rates connecting

these states clearly prove this two-band structure. The Ku= 0"

and 1 bands are intuitively interpreted in terms of the intrinsic

configurations: the A-particle occupies the p-state-like orbit

parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the a-a deformation

axis. This is the strong coupling aspect.

It is noticed that the K7r= l" band of .Be is similar in struc-

9 TT -

ture to the ground band of Be. The K =0 band does not have its

analog in ordinary nuclei and is, in a sense, of genuine hypernucle-

ar character. This corresponds to the supersymmetric [f](Ap) = [5]

(50) configuration •* in the shell-model limit. The Pauli exclu-

sion principle forbids this type of configuration in ordinary nuclei.
q

We might say that the .Be hypernucleus exhibits three kinds of
8 9

bands; a Be analog, a Be analog and a genuine hypernuclear one.
Such characteristic structures are expected to give rise to

9 - - 9
strong selectivities in the Be(K , IT )«Be reaction. A DWIA

calculation predicts the ratio of forward cross sections leading

to the K7r= 0+, 0" and l" band-head states to be 1:3: 100.43)

Experimentally the 0 state is observed as a small peak, while

lT is not by now, probably being hidden under the tail of the

big 1'2 peak. (See Fig. 19.)

Further examples, .C and .Ne

As another example let us take .C which has been discussed

in §5. To make the story simple we assume the C wave function

to be described by a pure SU(3) classification [f](Xu) = [44](04)

with a pancake-type deformation. With A again treated as spinless,

the .C wave function is written as



with x t 0 be solved.

Figure 16-a shows the energy spectra calculated with an

appropriate A-N effective interaction.

The ground band looks exactly like that of C. In fact

the [S,c = L, &A=0] component amounts to 991. The negative parity

states are purposely divided into two series, as if they constitute

the [f] Up) = [54] (14), Kir=l" (L =l'^5") and [441] (03) , Kir=0'

(1,^=1 , 3 ) bands, respectively, which would be realized in the

strong-coupling shell-model limit. If the strong-coupling

structure is actually the case in C as in Be, the K7T=l"

band is now genuinely hypernuclear while the K7T=0" band simulates

the ground band of ŷ C. Calculated wave functions, however, show

a rather intermediate character. This intermediate character

should be reflected on the selectivities of the C(K~,iT) ^C

291
reaction. As seen in §5,experiments indicate a(l-,)/a(l2)'

x'l/5 ,

showing a considerable enhancement of the 1, state. Breaking of

the [f](Ap) symmetry due to the strong nucleon spin-orbit poten-

tial should be also important in more realistic situation of this

system.

For an additional illustration we show calculated energy

spectra of 2*Ne in Fig.l6-b. The [4](80),1 = 0+ % 8+ wave functions

are taken for Ne and coupled-channel equations for A have been

solved under the folding potential. We see here a great variety.

All the levels are again arranged by the strong-coupling picture,

though somewhat forcedly. The rightmost four bands might corre-

spond to [5](10,0) K7r=0+, [41](6,2) K77 = 0+, [41](8,1) K1T=1+ and

[41](6,2) K77 = 2 . Actual structures of the solved wave functions
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Fig.l6. Calculated energy spectra of .C and
21
.Ne with A treated as spinless.

.£
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are not like this but much more complicated. What is stressed

is that rich collective excitations generated by the cooperative

motion of A and valence nucleons are expected to show up in

future experiments.

§8. Hypernuclear y spectroscopy

Measurements of y"rays associated with transitions between

hypernuclear states will be an important means to serve detailed

spectroscopic information of hypernuclei. Experiments are just

in the stage of starting.

8
Measurement of y from .Li

Let us introduce an experiment which has measured probably

Ml Y"rays from ALi. ' They have measured y coming from stopped
g

K absorption in Be in coincidence with a negative pion with a

limited range of energy. The coincidence with the weak-decay ir

is to assure the y to be of hypernuclear origin. In Fig.17 the

topmost graph (a) is for Y without ir coincidence and the other

two with TT" coincidence. If the TT" energy is limited to

40^48 MeV (graph c) , there appears a new peak with E =1.22 MeV.

Considering that the energy of IT from the two-body decay

8Li •+ 8Be(2+) + TT" with high decay probability is 44.3 MeV, they
Q

assighn the 1.22 MeV y~ray t 0 a transition in «Li- Combination

of the 7Li 3/2" and 1/2" states with ( O S J ^ A should constitute

the low-lying levels of j*Li, (l', 2") and (0", 1̂ ) . The Ml

dominance of the Li(l/2~ •*3/2 ) transition suggests the 1.22 Me\

y to be also Ml. Whether it is from 1, •+ 1, or 1? ~* 2 is not yet
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decided, but this experiment

certainly provides a valuable

information of the A-N spin-

dependent interaction.

Fig.17- Measured Y-ray spectra in

which a 1.22 MeV hypernuclear
Q

Y-ray in .Li is observed.

Curve a : no coincidence

with if, Curve t>: Coincidence

with E -2 1*0 MeV ir~. Curve

c : E _= UO-W MeV. CRef.44).

Q5 1.0 L5 2D

ENE«r Of y - w r s tM»v)

E2 y-rays to identify the hypernuclear collectivity.

Needless to say, E2 Y~transitions serve a powerful way to

identify the collective nature and band structure of hypernuclear

excitations such as illustrated in §7. Systematic measurements

of hypernuclear Y-transitions are highly desired.



El Y-transitions

El transitions associated with the A-particle going down

over major shells will be quite interesting. Suppose a A-particle

40
be produced in the (lsOd) shell of .Ca. It will go down to the

(Op) and then to (0s) shell by El transitions which are much

faster than the weak decay of A. The effective charge of A is

given by

e j f f = - ZMA/{(A-1) MN + MA>e

from the resting center-of-mass condition. Two differences are

considered to exist between A and a nucleon concerning the El

transition, Firstly, a nucleon which is transfered generally

to a positive energy orbit is led to the El transition only

partially because of the competing particle-decay. Of course

the nucleon can go down up to the Fermi surface. Secondly, the

El effective charge of the nucleon undergoes a remarkable

quenching due to the coupling with the isovector giant resonance

(IVGR), while the A-particle with zero isospin does not couple

with IVGR, hence no quenching. These situations are schematically

illustrated in Fig.18.

Fig.18. A schematic comparison of El transitions

associated with a nucleon and a A particle.
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45)

§9. 2-hypernuclei.

E -hypernuclei have been observed through (K~,TT ) reactions.'

Peaks assigned as ^-productions appear at the energies shifted

from the corresponding A-peaks by the £-A mass difference.(Fig.19).

300

q«57 MeV/c

-50 -100 -150

T)»57 MeV't

25 0 -50 -100 -150
E, (HeV)

Fig.19. Production of E-hypernuclei by (K~,TT~) reactions.

(Ref.1+5),

Data are now being accumulated and w i l l shor t ly come to the same

level as A-hypernuclei . P roper t i e s of the E s i n g l e - p a r t i c l e

p o t e n t i a l U are not known enough to be summarized in the same

way as done for U. in §5:

(1) |U°| = |U°| - 3 MeV. (c . f . 0 ° ^ -26 MeV from z"-atom da t a . )

(2 ) M z / M z = ? C3)

(5) r r < 8 MeV i n ^ B e .

= ? (4) ,so

Problem of the width
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A new aspect of E-hypernuclei is the level width r_ or the

imaginary part W of the Z single-particle potential. A great

surprise was the unexpectedly narrow width which is even compara-

ble to that of A. The z-particle decays by the strong interaction

through the E + N -»• A + N process and therefore the width r_ in

hypernuclei had been naturally expected to be very large. If no

particular many-body effects act, the well-known relation

V EN °j:N-AN)av PN

should hold, where v ^ , CTJ-JJ+AM and p., represent the relative

velocity, spin-averaged reaction cross section and nuclear

density, respectively. An estimate with this relation gives

large single-particle level widths in _C as r_(0s)=22 MeV and

r_(0p) = 15 MeV. ' Also rr in nuclear matter is estimated to be

T (N.M.) =28 MeV by using E~-atom data,47)

What is then the reason of the narrow Z width ? Equivalently,

what effects can suppress the E + N •> A + N process? Two distinct

effects have been pointed out.

(i) Pauli and dispersion effects on E-N correlations. " '

The I + N -»• A + N process proceeds exclusively by the tensor

force due mainly to the one pion exchange. The E-N correlation

within hypernuclei is largely modified from the free one because

of the Pauli and dispersion effects. What is meant here by the

Pauli effect is not the one acting on the finally emitted nucleon

but rather acting in intermediate states for E-N correlations.

Because of this the E-N pair can feel the EN-*• AN transition tensor

force less effectively. This suppression effect naturally depends
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on the density of the nuclear medium. In connection with the

relation C9-1). the density (P N) dependence of OJM+AVI should

not be forgot in the estimate of r_ within hypernuclei.

Table 8 displays U*. and T- in nuclear matter divided into

partial wave contributions, ' These were calculated for the

Nijmegen model D interaction ' by the G-matrix method.49)

Table 8. Calculated Uj(kj.= O; A = <=°) and 1^(^=0; A = ~)

from the Nijmegen model D. k = 1 . 3 5 ftn"1. Ref.1+9).

's
0

P

3p
p

p

'Dz

S Di

Sum

I = 1/2

3.9

-26 .6

-0 .4

2.6

- 8 . 1

- 2 . 5

0.8

-2 ,0

0.0

- 3 2 . 3

- 3 6 . 2

I = 3/2

-12 .0

21.0

-11 .8

- 2 . 5

5,2

- 3 . 7

- 1 . 3

1.7

- 0 . 5

- 4 . 0

1

0.4

9 .5

0.0

0 . 1

0.7

0.0

0.0

0 .1

0.0

11.6

(MeV)

The predominant contribution to r_ in the S,+ D, chanel is

clearly seen. The resulting Tj. = 11.6 MeV for k~=1.35 fm is

already less than half of the estimate r_(N.M.) = 28 MeV. It
It

should be noticed, however, that the (K~,TT~) E -production takes

place on the nuclear surface and therefore the observed r~

corresponds to that in relatively low-density nuclear matter.
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(ii) Selectivity due to spin-isospin structure of hypernuclear

states.46'47^

The (K )ir ) reaction brings about the isospin transfer

Al = 1/2 or 3/2 on the target nucleus. It can happen in the

produced E-hypernucleus especially with high isospin that the

particular I = 1/2, S= 1 IN bond is almost missing, while as

seen in Table 8 the decay of E proceeds exclusively in this

channel.

This mechanism is most typically underestood in an example

4 + 4 46 471He(K ,TT ) y-n. ' J This double charge-exchange reaction

brings Al, = -3/2 into He(I = 0), hence the isospin of the produced

4 -I -hypernucleus j-n; [I pnn] is uniquely 1 = 3/2. With little

perturbation on the space-spin structure of the wave function in

converting p to E~, L = S = 0 for [Z pnn] is reasonably justified.

Possible spin-isospin configurations are then

1 = 3/2 I = 1/2,3/2 1 = 1
[E'pnn] = (E~p) x (mi) , (9.2)

S=0 S = 0 S=0

There is no E p I= 1/2, S= 1 bond and this z-hypernucleus should

be strongly forbidden to decay, with resulting in a narrow

width r . '
Li

In the actual situation the above two effects may be both

acting. The T- problem seems to still remain to be challenged.

^P.S. This selectivity mechanism has been recently tested in

the 6Li(K~,ir+) 6H reaction. Phys. Lett. HOB (1982),

428 and 433,
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The spin-orbit potential u|°

This problem has been already discussed in §6 in connection

with uf°. In view of different predictions of u|° based on

success in giving small uf°, coining experimental decision is

waited for with quite a curiosity. Even the nucleon spin-orbit

splitting has not been completely understood. ' In this sense

spin-orbit splittings of hyperons are important to generally

clarify the origin of spin-orbit potentials.

§10. ^-hypernuclei.

The haviest of the baryon octet is the S-particle with

strangeness -2. Let us briefly consider E-hypernuclei, though

experimental data are not available yet. 5-hypernuclei can be

A + A
produced by the Z(K ,K ) --(Z-2) reaction based on the elementary

process K~+p-»• 5 +K. This reaction is also important as an

intermediate step to produce double-A hypernuclei through

= '+ p+A + A + 28.5 MeV.

Figure 20 shows the H-N and EN - AA interactions derived by

using the SU(3) Hamiltonian given in §3 along with the parameters

of the Nijmegen model D. Note that only strange meson (K,K ,K)

exchanges contribute to the EN - AA interaction. The u-meson

coupling to S is seen in Eq.(3.1) to be g557r = C2ct - 1) gNN7r,

which almost vanishes since ot^O.S. The OPE potential thus hardly

contributes to the S-N interaction. Comparison of Fig.20 with

Fig.4. shows that v-N is less attractive than v. „ in all partial

waves except SgCl=O). This statement is of course with some
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Fig,20, The ~-N and SN-AA potent ia ls obtained on

the basis of the Kijmegen OBE model D.

reservation concerning the hard core radius which is subject to

uncertainty.

Table 9 displays the potential depth U_ in nuclear matter

calculated with the G-matrix formalism by employing the Nijmegen

model D parameters, The hard core radius is simply taken as

r = 0.45 fm for all states and the coupling with the A-A channel

is just omitted.
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Table 9- Par t i a l wave contributions to U-(k~ = 0;A= <»).

(Nijmegen model D, r c = 0.1*5 ftn, 5^ = 1.35 tm~

3S I +
JD,

'P .
3P,
3P,

\ • X

Sum

1 = 0

- 6 . 2

- 0 . 9

- 1 . 9

- 0 . 3

- 0 . 7

- 1 . 7

-11 .6

- 2 9 . 9

1 = 1

- 3 . 0

- 3 . 8

- 2 . 9

- 0 . 2

- 3 . 0

- 5 . 5

-18 .4

(MeV)

This result implies | U° | < |U° | . The value U° = -30 MeV in

Table 9 should be taken as a sort of lower l imit , considering

that r =0.45 fm seems too small in comparison with that for A-N.

The effective mass rat io M-/M- becomes very close to 1,

reflecting no exchange interaction between S and N.

In order to have an idea of the spin-orbit potential uf° ,

we extract the two-body LS component from the PQ, P, and P^

contributions in Tables 6, 8 and 9 by <LS>= (6 3PQ
 + 3 3P1 - 3

 3P2)/4:

Table 10, A measure of the two-body LS contribution
. Ttsoto U

<LS> 3.4 2.7 1.9 7.7

(N : RSC p o t e n t i a l 5 1 ) ) (MeV)
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This estimation suggests U?°<U^°, spin-orbit splitting of H even

smaller than A.

Finally let us make a qualitative consideration of the level

width r_ in E-hypernuclei. The width r_ is determined by the

S+N->A+A process in the S=I=0 channel. Analogously to the E-

particle case, there is a possibility that the (K~K ) reaction

produces a E-hypernucleus in which the H-N S=I=0 bond is almost

missing. The Pauli and dispersion effects on the H-N correlation

will be also influential. The transition interaction V=N^... is

mediated only by strange meson exchanges and should therefore be

generally weaker than v_j, ... to which the TT exchange contributes.

How all these factors determine the width r_ will be tested in

future experiments.

§11. Multi-hypernuclei

Multi-hyper nuclei containing more than single hyperons are

really interesting as a new baryon many-body system. However

experimental data are just scarce by now. We have only two events;

|°Be in 196352^ and ^He in 1966.53^ More data are highly desired.

These double-A hypernuclei were found on emulsion with the

aid of the characteristic "3 stars":

5" + A"1(X + 1)- A^X ,

AAX * A~AY + 1T" + Particles, (11.1)

?Y •* TT~ + particles .

The process E+p+A+A+28.5 MeV is underlying the first reaction.

The released energy 28.5 MeV shared by two A is small enough for
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A

the 2A to stay in the nucleus forming the . X double hypernucleus.

In the next two reactions the two A-particles undergo the 7r-mesic

decay in order.

Observed binding energies of AA, B M( A^Z) E M ( A " 2 Z ) ^

are
> - 10.8* 0.6 MeV.

( n 2)

B A A ( i > ) - 17.5*0.4 MeV.

To see the A-A interaction energy AB we divide B.. as

5 9
Using the experimental values of B (.He) and B (.Be), we find

10.8=2x3.1 + 4.6 MeV for B^He,
AA (11.4)

17.5=2x6.7 + 4.1 MeV for}°Be.
AA

(In the data analysis the assignment to ..Be as well as ..Be was

considered equally possible, but because AB . derived on bass of

the ..Be assignment is close to AB,.(.,He), this possibility has

been chosen as more reasonable.) The AB.. value of about 4 MeV

is smaller than the corresponding NN value A B W > 10 MeV, indicating

the A-A interaction weaker than the N-N one. This information is

inportant in view of the bag model prediction for a deep A-A bound

state.

Structure of y^He= Lambpha

The ..He hypernucleus is considered to take a (0s) -like

configuration, hence it constitutes the lightest closed shell of

the p,n,A system with a complete analogy to He E a-particle in

the p.n system. Because of this reason we have given a nickname
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' lambpha" to t h e . .He h y p e r n u c l e u s . '

alpka

Fig.21. Alpha-particle and lambpha-particle.

The <X-particle with particular stability occupies a unique

position as an important subunit of the cluster structure of

nuclei. How about the lambpha-particle ? Can it play a similar

role in the hypernuclear cluster structure ? We here consider

the internal structure — stability and compactness — of the

lambpha particle. The separation energy of a A particle in »«He

is 7.6 MeV, which is evidently smaller than that of a nucleon,
4

,̂20 MeV, in He. Though comparison of these two numbers may not

make sense literally, the lambpha-partic_e certainly falls behind

the ct-particle in energetic stability. To find the compactness,

we solved the three-body equation for a+A+A and found that both

A-A and a-(AA) wave functions are dominated by S-states with

99.5 % probabilities and also with 98.4 I of (0s) harmonic

541

oscillator components. J The result shows that the lambpha-

particle rivals the alpha-particle in compactness and also that

the (0s) shell-model configuration is good enough as a model

wave function.

AB.. and OBE interactions

Experimental AB.. values provide unique information on the
AA
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A-A interaction. For example, OBE models such as discussed in

§3 could be tested in the light of the observed AB,, values.
AA

Strange meson (K,K ,K) exchanges do not directly contribute

to the A-A interaction, while they do to the A-N interaction. In

the A-N S-state, (K,K ,K) and the scalar meson add up to give a

certain amount of attractive contribution, so the shares of the

two can be quite different between models. In fact, the Nijmegen

model F has much larger strange-meson and correspondingly smaller

scalar-meson contributions than the model D. Such a different
character brought into the A-A interaction shows up distinctly.

The model D can reproduce AB ( .He)

does not give even an attraction. '

The model D can reproduce AB ( .He) ̂ 4 MeV, while the model F

(K ,K ) double-strangeness exchange reaction

A promising way of producing double-A hypernuclei in counter

experiments will be that through E-production by the (K~,K ) reac-

tion. Let us briefly compare the (K~,K ) with (K ,-rr ) reactions.

Assuming the K~+p-+~ +K process to go in one step in nuclei

we adopt DWIA again, then the differential cross section of K

can be written analogously to Eq.(5,l) as

eff
da e f f dn

(11.5)
K p+S K

where da (6)/dfi denotes the cross section of the elementary

process in the laboratory system. The effective proton number

Z ff is given by an analog to Eq.(5,2). The magnitude of

da(9)/dfi is determined by three physical factors:
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(1) The magnitude of the elementary cross section da

(2) Absorptions of incoming and outgoing mesons in the nucleus.

(3) Recoil momentum of the produced A or ~~. (If too large

compared with the Fermi momentum, hypernucleus formation

becomes less probable.)

Tables 11 and 12 and Fig.22 associated respectively with the above

(1) to (3) compare the (K~,K+) and (K~,TT) reactions.

Table 11. Forward cross sections da (6 =0°)/d£2 of the
L

elementary processes.

K'p •+ ~~K+ p . K'n + ATT

1.3 GeV/c ^30 y b / s r 0.7 GeV/c ^2 mb/s r

Table 12. Total effective proton and neutron numbers.

A

16

40

120

208

IS
l

8

20

50

82

N

8

20

70

126

7tot
Zeff

4

6

8

9

(eL=o°)

.0

.6

.8

.9

Ntot
eff

2

4

6

7

(6L=0°)

.8

. 0

.4

.6

Calculated with the Eikonal approximation by using WS

type density dis t r ibut ions p(r)=(A/Z) p (r)=(A/N) pn(r)

and ^a
K-N

=30 mb, o + =15 mb}, {a _ =35 mb, o irH=35 mb} .

The inc ident K momenta in Table 11 are chosen so tha t each

cross sec t ion becomes l a r g e . As seen in Table 11 the elementary

cross sec t ion of the (K~,K ) reac t ion i s smaller by a fac tor of

1/60 than tha t of (K~,ir~). The second factor — absorpt ions —



'RtCJtd

0.2

0.1

O.t

0.2

K ft-*'

0.5 / t.S

Fig.22. Recoil momenta of 5~ and A as functions of the

incident K~ momentum all in the laboratory system.

The dashed line denotes the Fermi momentum p_
r

of micleons.

is somewhat advantageous to (K ,K ) because of the weak K

absorption: The ratio Zg£f/Z exceeds Ng^/N. In Fig. 22, recoil

momenta of ~ and A show completely different behaviors, reflec-

ting the endothermic or exothermic reactions. At p =1.3 GeV/c,
K

p= is already close to its minimum but still about twice as

large as the Fermi momentum pp for nucleons. This implies that

the produced E~ may readily escape from nucleus without forming

a hypernucleus. Once a ="hypernucleus is formed, it is highly

probable that two A-particles coming from E"p + AA +28.5 MeV

stay in nucleus and constitute a double-A hypernucleus.

Summarizing the above, the (K ,K ) 5-production is expected

to have by more than two orders smaller cross sections compared

with the (K~,TT~) reaction. The two A production can also be
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reached through the two step process K'P + ATT0, ir°p-»-AK+. More

detailed studies will be necessary in preparation for future

experiments.

Di-lambpha cluster states — Ĵ Be —

Q

The Be nucleus has a typical di-alpha (a-a) cluster structure.

How about the ̂ .Be multi-hypernucleus which may have a di-lambpha

(a.-ex.; a. = lambpha) cluster structure? Two a-particles are barely

unbound because of the Coulomb repulsion,but three quasi-bound

states form a rotational band with J1* = 0 , 2 and 4 . Concerning

the a.- a. binding, three effects are considered in comparison

with a-a :

(1) The A-N and A-A interactions in addition to the N-N one

contribute between two &i,'s-

(2) Larger mass of a. [M(a.) £ (3/2) M(a)] reduces the kinetic

energy.

(3) Numbers of Pauli forbidden states in a-a are 2, 1 and 0 for

J w= 0 , 2 and 4 , respectively, while in a.-a. 3, 2, 1, 0

for 0 , 2 , 4 and 6 , respectively. Forbidden states

generate a structural core between clusters.

The above (1) and (2) favor the a. - a. binding, whereas (3) does

not. Microscopic calculations have been carried out and the

results are summarized in Fig.23, The N-N, A-N and A-A effective

interactions are adjusted to reproduce the properties of a, «He,

a. and a-a. The Serber mixture is chosen for A-A, while for A-N

the Wigner to Serber (m«N= 0 - 0 . 5 in Fig.23) are examined. For

all parameter choices we have following conclusions:

[1] A rotational band consisting of J ' = 0 , 2 , 4 and 6 states
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-0J-

02- 12D-

oc-et

Fig.23. Calculated energy spectra of the di-lambpha (a.-a.) system.

The numbers in ( ) and [ ] denote respectively a.-spectoscopic

factors and reduced E2-transition probabilities B(E2) in

eV. "AH is the Majorana parameter of the used effective

A-N interaction and b's are size parameters specifying a

lambpha. The a-ot spectrum is shown for reference. (Re

appears with a moment of inertia almost invariant against

the change of parameters.

[2] The 0 and 2 members safely remain as bound s ta tes .

[3] The E2-transition between two bound states (2 •* 0 ) is

expected to emit a strong 2.2 MeV y

Thus we could say that if the di-lambpha hypernucleus is produced

somehow, i t can live for an order of 10" ?ec and might be
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detected with the aid of the 2.2 MeV yray and a weak-decay pion.

Can we see this new "di-molecule" in nature ?

We here look through the Be hypernuclei, ^Be - ^Be.57-* The

two-center molecular-orbital model is employed and an intrinsic

configuration is characterized by the way of A-particles occupying

gerade and ungerade molecular orbits. Omitting calculational

details, we show in Fig.24 angular-momentum projected energy sur-

faces of the K = 0 and 0" band head states as functions of the

distance parameter d between two centers. For example, the label

ggu in Fig.24 indicates a state of ..Be with 2A in the gerade

orbit and 1A in the ungerade orbit.

Let us go down through the energy minima of solid curves
Q

Cground states) along Be->-g-*-gg-»-ggu->-gguu, We find that an addi-

tional occupation of the g-orbit leads to a closer distance d and

an increased energetic stability, while things are opposite in

the u-orbit. Similar trends are seen in excited states (dotted

curves). The particular stability of lambpha is exhibited in the
11 12

significant energy gain from j^BeCggu) to 4ABe(gguu) = di-lambpha
in contrast to no gain from -.BeCgg) to 3ABe(ggu).
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1 2 3

9 10
Fig.2k. Energy surfaces of .Be, ^

11
B and ttBe calculated

by the molecular orbital model. The abscissa d is

the distance parameter between two centers. (Ref. 5"O
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§12. Multi-hypernuclear production by high energy heavy ion

collisions.

As for the production of higher than double hypernuclei,one

may think of the Q n •+ ~ A followed by E~p-»-AA reaction to produce

three A particles and the (fi",K ), (TT^H ) , • • • reactions to bring

four units of strangeness into nuclei. Realistic possibilities

of such experiments, however, have not been examined.

A promising way to produce multi-hypernuclei will be high

energy heavy-ion collisions. Threshold energies of hyperon

productions in a N-N collision are NN+AKN(1. S8 GeV), +EKN(1.79 GeV),

->-AKN7l(1.96 GeV), etc. in the laboratory system. The N-N total

cross section saturates to a constant magnitude ô ivî O mb with

the incident energy E^ going higher than 2 GeV. Hyperon produc-

tion cross sections amount roughly to 0.05 mb (AKN), 0.04 mb

(ZKN), 0.11 mb (AKNtr) and 0.04 mb (ZKNTT) at E^4 GeV.58^ The

net magnitude thus occupies ^0.24 mb out of the total 40 mb :

The probability of producing a hyperon (regarded hereafter as A

since E decays into A anyway) in a N-N collision is, therefore,

at least 0.51;

PA=0.005. (12.1)

The production probability of N^ A-particles in a heavy-ion
N N.

collision decreases as P«^= (0,005) , while so many N-N colli-

sions are involved in it. Things are determined by the competi-

tion of these two effects. Let us try an order-estimation along

the line of Ref.59. Suppose an incoming nucleon undergoes q

times of collisions in average during passing linearly through a

nucleus, q is give by
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mean passing distance *• T' •* . _ ?,
q ~ mean free path = (l/PNoNN)

 ll * J

where pN and R- denote the nuclear density and the radius of the

target nucleus with mass number A™, respectively. With the

incident energy high enough, qP^ is the probability of one A

production by an incoming nucleon.

Consider a projectile nucleus with mass number Ap to pass

through the target. If each of N. out of Ap nucleons produces

a A-particle (hence N A-particles are produced), the probability

is expressed by

Ap! N
P(N.) = - (qPJ A. (12.3)

" NA ! (W !

By multipling this by the geometrical cross section of the

target, we obtain the production cross section of N. A-particles

as

^ . (12.4)

Substitution of Eq.(12.2) with p., = A-/ (4irR~/3) into Eqs.(12.3)

and (12.4) leads to

which is just simply interpreted.

A recent data from LBL shows *

Ar + KC1 (1.8 GeV/u),

a(A-production) = 7.6±2,2 mb (impact parameter b<2.4fm)

Taking into account a(NN-»-AKN)̂ 0.02 mb at this energy and that

for Ap=AT the number of nucleons contained inside the impact

parameter bQ is AT(l-bQ/2RT) (l+bQ/4R ), we obtain an estimate
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aA(l) * (40*0.55)
2«0.02:2; 9.7 mb which is consistent with the

observed magnitude. Note that a.(N.>2) becomes much smaller in

this case.

238 238

What wi l l happen, if a. heavy nucleus U co l l ide on U

with energy (say, >severa l GeV/u). Taking Ap=AT=238, RT=7.5 fm,

q=6, Pyy=0.005 and also multiplying Eq.(12.4) by a factor x c

represent ing the c e n t r a l - c o l l i s i o n p robab i l i t y , we arrive at a. ( N )

shown in Table 13. We have simply assumed x = 0 . 1 .

Table 13. A production cross section o\{W.) and

hypernuclear production cross section Oj^(N^)

by %• (12.6).

NA

i—
i

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1.2

4 .3

10.2

18.0

25.2

29.5

29.3

25.4

19.5

13.4

61.5

53.5

30.9

13.3

4 .6

1.3

0 .3

0.07

0.01

0.002

(barn)

The A production cross section a.(N.) has its maximum around

N, = 6̂ 7 with a broad hill extending over NA>10. We can thus

expect large multi-A production cross sections.

Produced A particles have to stay in nuclei in order to be

able to form some multi-hypernuclei. Figure 25 displays the

recoil momentum p. of A in the reaction N+ N+A+ N+ K as a function
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of the incident nucleon energy E.,, where the case of the final

(N+ K) running forward as a mass (Mw+ MR) particle is considered.

As Ej, goes up to 4^5 GeV,

4

0.6

0.5

OA

0.3

f£«reV/c)
\

• t \

-
* 2 3 f

Fig.25. The recoil momentum of A in the N + N-+A + N + K reaction.

The abscissa is the energy or momentum of the incident

nucleon.

p. comes down to ^300 MeV/c which is comparable to the Fermi

momentum p p of nucleons, hence the A particle may stay in the

nucleus with a considerable probability. We now brutely assume

this probability to be 1/2 and also take another factor 1/2 to

count only the A which stays in the target side after a N-N

collision. The "hypernuclear production cross section" OuJN.)

is then estimated by
00

°HN(NAJ =£(U) aA ( M )
 ^ / 4 ) N A (3/4)M-NA (12.6)

which are also listed in Table 13.

In order to give a realistic prediction on what kinds of

multi-hypernuclear species are produced with how large cross
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sections, more elaborate models of heavy ion collisions are

necessary to be worked out. A preliminary result of such a

calculation is reported in Ref.61).

§13. Decays of A-hypernuclei

The life time of the A particle is 2.6x10 sec (Table 1),

The dominant decay modes are the non-leptonic processes

A •+ p + ir~ + 37.8 MeV ^ 3 ^

->- n + ir° + 41.1 MeV,

in which parity and isospin are not conserved. The ratio of

these two decay rates is experimentally

RU~)/R(ir°) = 64.21/35.81 = 1.8, (13.2)

which is close to 2, indicating that this 7C-mesic decay follows

the Al = 1/2 rule. •* The decay Hamiltonian is expressed as •*

H = s + p(o-q)/qA, (13.3)

where <s designates the A(N) spin operator and q is the pion

momentum (|q| = q = 100 MeV/c for the free A decay). The s-and

p-wave coupling constants are respectively denoted as s and p

in Eq.(13.3). The s-wave decay is parity-nonconserving, since

the intrinsic parity of pion is negative.

The ir-decay rate is given by

R(TT') = 2qA(s? + p?)/(l
 + <aA/MN). (13.4)

in terms of the IT" coupling constants s_ and p_ which are

experimentally
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s2 = 0.86xl0"14 p? = O.lOxlo"14. (13.5)

The life time of A is given in terms of the total decay rate

RA as

RA = R(IT (13.6)

By noting that the released momentum q.=100 MeV/c in the

decay of A is only about 1/3 of the Fermi momentum, it is readily

expected that the ir-mesic decay gets strongly suppressed in nuclei

by the Pauli exclusion principle. In place of the 7r-mesic decay,

the following non-mesic decay which can take place only in the

nucleus becomes a dominant mode;

N-+N + N + 176 MeV. (13.7)

The reason why the observed life times of hypernuclei shown in

Fig.26 seem to get shorter with the mass number A is considered

to be due to this non-mesic decay.

0.5"
3 * 5 W 16

MASS NUMBER A

Fig.26. Observed l i f e times of A-hypernuclei.
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An interesting aspect of the hypernuclear decay is the

selectivities which act on various decay modes, reflecting struc-

tural characteristics of parent hypernuclei and daughter nuclei.

- 0 4

As an example let us consider the ?r and ir decays of H follow-

ing Refs.63)and 65). The two-body decay mode
*H + IT' + 4He (13.8)

is allowed in the ir"-decay, while the -n -decay leads to three-
4

or more-body decay modes, since H has no stable bound states.

The spins of .H and He are both 0+, hence only the S-wave is

effective for IT- He and also only the s-term in Eq.(13.3) contri-

butes. The partial decay rate for this two-body mode is given by

? F ( q ) 2
R2(TT ) = 2 x 2q s : F ( q ) 7 ( l + o> /4MN) , (13.9)

where q and oi denote the TT momentum and energy in the process

Eq.(13.8). The form factor F(q) is the matrix element of the pion

wave function (^exp(iqr) with no-distortion approximation) with

respect to the spatial wave functions of .H and He. The first

factor 2 in the rhs of Eq.(13,9) arises from the "Pauli principle",

which can give rise to enhancements in some particular situations.

The total irdecay rate R(ir~) can be estimated if a closure

approximation is applied;

R(TT") = 2q{ si ( 1 + n) + P- (i) 2tl-n)}/(l + i,). V 4 M N ) , (13.10)

where q (u- ) is an appropriately chosen average value and n is

something like an exchange integral. Using the values calculated

in Ref.63) and given in Eq.(13.5), we obtain

R2(TT")/R(TT") = 0.88. (13.11)
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According to Ref.66), the number of events is 760 for the two-

body decay and 93 for otherwise. Although the direct connection

of these numbers with decay rates is not necessarily justified,

the ratio 760/(760+93) = 0.89 coincides with that of Eq.(13.11).

With a similar approximation the total ir -decay rate R(ir )

of .H is expressed as

R(TT°) = 2q {sj + pj (i-?}(l - n)/(l+ u>- /4M N). (13.12)

The Pauli effect embodied in the exchange integral n works here

entirely for suppression. The strong suppression of the IT -decs

reflects the spin-isospin structures of the parent and daughter

elements. The R(TT~)/R(7T°) ratio

as large as that for the free A .

elements. The R(TT")/R(TT ) ratio for .H can thus be 2 or 3 times

Let us next see the non-mesic decay Eq.(13.7) along the discussion

given in Ref.67). Note that hypernuclei provide a unique stage

where this process reveals itself. Assuming that this process

starts from the AN relative S-state, we can express the matrix

element generally as follows;

M(Ap->np) = apPQ + b ^ + -^ cpS12(q)/M^

8 P P (13.13)
+ /3 f (a, - a,) -qPi/M.,,pv 1 1' V N'

where PQ and P, denote the spin singlet and triplet state projec-

tion operators and S,, is t n e tensor operator. The momentum q is

for the two nucleon relative motion. The terms with e and f

are called antisymmetric LS. The a and e terms convert Ap( SQ)
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into n)o( SQ) and np( PQ) , respectively, while the b , c , d and

f terms Ap(3S1) into np(
3S1,

 3D 1 S
 3P 1,

 1 P 1 ) . Among them d , e

and £ do not conserve parity. For An-»-nn, the antisymmetrization

constraint on the final state gives

M(An-nn) = anPQ + / | dn(ffl + c2) -q/MN + e ^ - ̂ - q PQ/2MN.

(13.14)

If the Al= 1/2 rule holds, the relation

{an> dn' e n } = / 2 { ap> dp' ep } f13-15)

should be satisfied. The coupling constants a, ••, f have not

been determined yet by experiments.

The non-mesic decay rate of a hypernucleus is givenby evalua-

ting the matrix elements of Eqs. (13,13) and (13.14) with respect

to nuclear wave functions. In an approximation, however, it could

be obtained by

R = R ( , Z ) p. (13.16)
iun A A

where R ( .2 ) is the spin-isospin averaged squared-matrix element

and p. is the nuclear density at the position of A. The contribu-

tion RNS of each AN charge-spin state (N=p or n, S=0 and 1) is

given by

R
P 1 = | b p | 2 + | C p |

? 7 ? ( 1 3 . 1 7 )
R n o = l a J + l e n l ^ V '

Rnl=|bJ
2(q/MN)

2.



For ppin-charge saturated hypernuclei like »He, R(«Z) is given by

R = ( 3 R p l + Rp0 + 3Rnl

The ratio Q,

Q = R^/RCO, (13.19)

is a quantity which has come into observation anyhow. In Ref.67)

an estimate of R of Eq.(13.18) was done by using the observed

value Q(AHe) = 1.8 and calculated R(iT) and pA for ^He. Using

this R in turn with Eq. (13.16), predictions of non-mesic decay

rates R for heavier hypernuclei have been presented;

R n m=0.45 RA [^He], l.SRA [13C] and 2.0RA [AvLOO] with RA being

the total decay rate of the free A (Eq.(13.6)). R saturates

with increasing A because of the nuclear density saturation. On

the other hand the IT -decay rate R(ir ) rapidly goes down with A

and is estimated to be ^0.015 R for A^IOO. Table 14 lists the

observed and predicted values of Q. '̂  The prediction

1.2x10 sec drawn in Fig.26 is based on this line of

calculations.

Table ik. Observed and calculated (*) values of
67)Q = R(non-mesic)/H(ir~-mesic).

4H 4He 5He 7Li 9Be 1 3C 1 6 9A EAH A H e A H e A L 1 A*e A L A A g

0.1S 0.5 1.8 2.7* 6.2* 11.3* 130*

Available experimental data on hypernuclear life times are

quite old. Younger data on the "old-age problem of hypernuclei"

are desired.
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§14. Flavour nuclei

Hyperons so far considered are the baryons containing the

s-quark and characterized by the strangeness. At present, in

addition to the u, d and s quarks the existence of the charm (c)

and beauty (b) quarks has been confirmed and the truth (t) is

also believed to be found in the meantime. As hadrons containing

the c-quark, mesons J/ty, D, D* and baryons A , I have been found.

As for the b-quark mesons «fl* and B have been observed and dis-

coveries of beauty baryons A, and E, similar to A, Eand A , £

will be a matter of time. It is now quite natural to extend our

consideration to charmed nuclei, beauty nuclei and truth nuclei,

which could be generally called "flavour nuclei".

Basic data on flavour particles are summarized in Table 15.

Table 15. Flavour particles.

flavour strange charm beauty truth

A = 1.115 r Ac= 2.26 Ab = (5.5) At = ?

Mass A " ̂  V V ^ 3 \ - (6.0) It - T

(GeV) K = O.U96 D = 1.866 B = 5
{ * „ { # { * '
K = 0.892 D = 2.007 B = 1

Life A =2.6xio"10 A =7.3*10~13 A=(VL0~13) ?
(sec) c ^

charge A = 0 A=+e A, = 0 A, =+e

The first interest concerning flavour nuclei is in the binding

of a flavour baryon in nuclei and the properties of the one-body

potential field. The heavy-mass effect of the c- and b- baryons

will be important for their bindings in nuclei.

A theoretical derivation of the A (E )-N interaction can be
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given by extending the SU(3) OBE model (§3) to SU(4). This

program has been worked out in Re£.71). Differences between the

A (E )-N and A(E)-N interactions are mainly in the following

points:

(1) Concerning ordinary mesons, coupling constants of n, X and

<j) are different but those of the most important u and e

(see Fig.3) remain the same.

(2) The K and K exchanges for A(£)-N are replaced by the D and

D exchanges for A C2 )-N. The latter contributions, however

give an extremely short-range potential and are practically

of no effect, because of the heavy masses. A considerable

Majorana exchange interaction arises in A(X)-N from K and K

exchanges, while no exchange interaction in A (E )-N.

Consequently the A -N interaction is less and more attractive

in S and P states, respectively, than the A-N one.

(3) Spin-dependent interactions are accompanied with the recoil
2

factor (m /M.Mj.) . The heavy A mass leads to the general

reduction of these spin-dependent parts.

Figure 27 compares the A-N, A - N and A* -N potentials, which

are obtained from the Nijmegen OBE model D. ' The A*-N potential

has been constructed by replacing M A by MA in the A - N potential.

In order to have an idea of the binding of A and A, in

nuclei, we evaluate U f (k=0;A=°°) (f=A, A , A,) by employing the

G-matrix theory (Eqs. (4 .1)- (4.3). ' We have applied the original

hard core radii of the Nijmegen model D to the present A (I )-N

and A, C^,)-N. Table 16 displays partial wave contributions to

U£(k=0;A=»).
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Fig.27. The A-W, A -N and A,-N potentials derived on

the basis of the Nijmegen OBE model D.

Table 16. Partial wave contributions to U (k=0;A=»).

(Nijmegen Model D, k_, = 1.35 fnf1).

1P,

3P,

%

%

%

A

- 6 . 8

- 2 2 . 2

- 1 . 9

- 0 . 1

- 0 . 1

- 4 . 8

- 0 . 4

- 0 . 4

- 0 . 4

3 .1

- 6 . 5

- 5 . 7

- 0 . 8

- 3 . 5

- 9 . 2

- 0 . 7

- 0 . 6

- 0 . 9

Ab

3 .3

- 1 1 . 2

- 6 . 7

- 1 . 5

- 5 . 2

- 1 1 . 3

- 1 . 1

- 1 . 0

- 1 . 6

Sum -37.1 -24.6 -36.2
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Ref l ec t i ng the p r o p e r t i e s of p o t e n t i a l s shown in F i g . 2 7 , the s-wave

c o n t r i b u t i o n s in A and Ab a re very small and the P-wave c o n t r i b u -

t i o n s a r e grown up app rec i ab ly . As seen in E q . ( 4 . 3 ) , the heavy

mass makes the energy denominator (OJ-HQ) sma l l , g iv ing more a t t r a c -

tive G. The mass effect in this sense is also incorporated into

the results of Table 16. Though structures of contributions are

very different, the net results turn out to be

BA(A * 1.5 BA c(A=

In Fig. 28 the single-particle energies £r(k] are shown with

respect to k/kp. The e,:(k) value becomes zero only at k=1.2 kp

for Ac and k= 2.4 kp for A,. This is entirely because of their

heavy masses. For A, £.(k = kp)^0 corresponds to the observed

fact #1 summarized in §5. A finite-nucleus interpretation of

eAc(k=1.2 kp)crO and eAb(k=2.4 kp)^0 might be that the number of

2 2

bound major shells is (1-2) =1.5 times for A and (2.4) =6 times

for A. as large as that for A, as schematically illustrated in

Fig.28.

Fig.28. Single-par t ic le energies of A, A and A^ in nuclear

matter as functions of the baryon momentum. The

schematic level spectra i l l u s t r a t e dense major-shells

in corresponding f i n i t e flavour nucle i .
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The infinite nuclear matter model discussed above and espe-

cially the P-wave-dominant situation may be realized only in

heavy flavour nuclei. In light flavour nuclei the number of P-

wave bonds is relatively smaller than that of S-waves. Light

charmed and beauty nuclei should, therefore, have shallower poten-

tials for Ac and Afa than hypernuclei for A, while zero-point

oscillation energies of A and A, are much reduced due to their

heavy masses. The balance of these two effects determines the

binding.

There is a paper which reports a detection of a light charmed

nucleus, J The experiment was done in Serpukov and FNAL by using

emulsions exposed to 250 GeV protons. According to their analysis

the produced charmed nucleus is either of He, , Be and *nC(n=?)
r Ac Ac Ac

with the binding energy B =6 MeV. Considering B.(A
H)=2 MeV and

the above discussions on light flavour nuclei, the cases
B (.He, Be)=6 MeV do not seem plausible. The remaining candi-
Ac Ac Ac

date ^nC may be reasonable in view of BA(
1^C)=11 MeV.

Discussions given in this section are quite speculative. We

need reliable experimental data to convert a charm-flavoured

imagination to a realistic charmed nucleus. References 7<K77)

are available on charmed nuclei.

§15. Concluding remarks

We have just come through various aspects of hypernuclei

without going into too much details. This lecture has been pur-

posed to provide basic materials so that readers can have a gross

idea of the subject. Hypernuclear physics is open to future

developments. What will be important in the investigation of
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hypernuclei are

(1) to understand the "whole life" of hypernuclei — production,

structure and decay — ,

(2) to try to search for what is genuinely hypernuclear,

(3) to deepen the connection between the basic inter-baryon

interaction and the hypernuclear many-body problem and

(4) to extend our view beyond hypernuclei to general flavour

nuclei as physics of baryon many-body systems.

To achieve these intentions we need much more investigations to

be done and in this sense this lecture note is still in a primary

stage.

Readers can refer to review type articles Refs.9), 66) 78^

80). Although not introduced in this lecture, Refs.81) and 82)

present the results of a systematic study of hypernuclei based on

the shell model approach. Reports of the workshops held in INS

here are in Refs.83) and 84).

I would like to thank Professor M. Sano of INS for continual

encouragements, I am indebted to Mrs, K. Shiratake for typing

the manuscript.
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